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About us

We are currently one of the leading developers of database
management software for 40 000 companies in more than

140 countries. Using the latest technology, we create innovative
software products that unlock limitless potential for over 500K
developers worldwide. We are committed to delivering world-class
products and providing the highest quality advice and support.

Since 1997

Focused On

200+ Specialist

R&D Office

Founded in 1997, Devart is currently
one of the leading developers of
database management software,
ALM solutions, and data providers
for most popular database servers.

We create database tools, ALM
solutions, data providers, data
integration and backup solutions as
well as web and cloud services.

More that two hundred highly
qualified professionals contribute
their knowledge and expertise to
ensure that our products and
services are among the best in
the world.

Our R&D center is based in Kharkiv
(Ukraine), while our head office is
located in Prague (Czech Republic).

SQL Complete

Your coding guru


Available as an add-in for SSMS and VS, the tool provides
context-aware code completion, enabling SQL developers and DBAs
to write code faster. SQL Complete is packed with useful features
tailored to empower development teams to be more productive.
Because performance matters
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Used and Trusted by Enterprises Around the World
Thousands of companies all over the globe choose SQL Complete.



Top Reasons to Use SQL Complete


Clean, high-quality code


Productivity boost


Early error detection


Develop pure and error-f ree code

Use a rich collection of built-in

Catch and fix errors before they

with IntelliSense-style

snippets, modify and\or create the

get into production with the

code-completion.


custom ones to double your

advanced T-SQL Debugger

coding speed.


functionality.


SQL Complete is one of the greatest tools I've seen for
SQL Server. Congratulation for this great tool. It helps me
so much write powerful SQL statements.


ANDREAS FUCHS, IT Systemtechnik, Soennecken

Top Reasons to Use SQL Complete


Instant code formatting

Automatic code refactoring

Timely customer service


Use a wide selection of predefined

Breathe new life into legacy T-SQL

We value our customers and strive

formatting styles to easily improve

code and make it more efficient

for excellent service. We're fast,

code readability and introduce

and maintainable.



f riendly, and we know our product

unified code formatting standards
within your company.

I'm a professional SQL Server developer with over 10 years of experience. I tried a
lot of different SQL Server tools and IDEs and finally stuck with SQL Complete.
Why? Because it has pretty much everything SQL developer needs. Snippets,
intellisense, query history, smart data copy, automatic CRUD, ... I've just started.
It's a great product with rich functionality. I definitely recommend it.

DMITRIJ KULTASEV, SQL Server Database Developer

inside and out.


How SQL Complete empowers its customers
Financial services sector
IMPROVE WORK EFFICIENCY

STAY FOCUSED

SAVE TIME

With qualitative data analysis
and reporting

With T-SQL coding assistance


With Grid aggregates

SQL Complete boosts the speed
of the BI department by allowing
analysts to get the best and the
most precise understanding of
the database structure.

SQL Complete takes care of code
completion, so you can
concentrate on how the code
actually works.


The possibility to calculate
aggregates in the result grid is a
big time saver.


The advantages of using SQL Complete are largely in how well it
performs within the SSMS product. SQL Complete is a big time saver.

SAM DUVAL, Data Quality Analyst Elements Financial

How SQL Complete empowers its customers
Information technology sector
3X WORK OUTPUT

STAY IN THE KNOW

INCREASE
PRODUCTIVITY

STOP WRITING THE
SAME CODE TWICE

With Finding Invalid
Objects


With Tabs Coloring

With Wildcard
Expansion

With Query History

Detect and fix invalid
objects that often appear
during database
development process. Used
along with other features, it
can increase your working
output 2-3x.

Tab coloring allows
company developers to
know which database they
are on at a glance and thus
minimizes the risk of
running queries on wrong
environments.


SQL Complete eliminates
the necessity to type
column names and thus
boosts productivity of
the team.


With SQL query history,
developers never lose
scripts they worked
with since queries are
saved and you can
re-use them anytime.


SQL Complete is like SSMS IntelliSense on steroids, plus so many other features including join
statement completion, tab coloring, wildcard expansion, and refactoring. I can write scripts
so much faster and I keep finding helpful new features all the time.
KEITH RICHARDSON, Principal Software Architect Broughton Software

Choose the Edition that Suits You Best
Price

express

Standard

professional

Free

$199.95

$249.95

Intelligent SQL completion

Basic functionality

SQL Formatting

Basic functionality

JOIN clause auto-generation
Code snippets collection
Custom alias mapping
T-SQL Refactoring
Find invalid objects
SSMS tabs coloring
Result grid aggregates
Semicolon insertion
Execution notifications

SQL Complete

Download SQL Complete to boost your productivity
and deliver more value to your customers
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